
 

Income taxation from employment and function benefits 

The diploma thesis concerns with the legal form of income taxation from 

employment and function benefits. The introductory part of the thesis lines out the tax 

system in the Czech Republic and it puts the natural person income tax from 

employment and function benefits in its frame. This part is also intended to explain 

individual tax construction elements and other important tax terms. 

In the major part of the thesis, the author follows the Income Tax Act´s scheme 

in substantial features: he deals with the „employment“ and „function benefits“ terms 

from the point of view of the valid rule of law and the constant practice of the courts. 

After the terms definition, the author displays the employee taxation current legal form. 

In detail, he works out two issues, i.e. the exemption from the object of the tax and tax 

exemption, and gives examples from the application practice represented by 

adjudications and opinions of The Ministry of Finance of the Czech Republic. He deals 

with the income tax from employment and function benefits specific base construction, 

that was put into practice in the Czech Republic on 1.1.2008, and with the linear tax rate 

introduced on the same date in the frame of a fiscal reform. Nontaxable parts of the tax 

base, tax abatement and tax preferences are important elements influencing the tax base, 

following tax liability and also tax progressivity and employees´ tax burden. Therefore, 

the explanation of the linear tax rate follows a description of the construction elements 

current form in Income Tax Act. A certain part of the thesis is dedicated to taxpayers´ 

and payers´ exercise of a right and performance of duty, concretely to the taxpayer´s 

signature at the employer, payers duty to deduct and pay the advances for tax, to make 

annual tax account and to hand out a tax claim.  

Furthermore, the author lines out the development of the dependent work tax 

adjustments from the end of the Second World War, through the era of socialism and 

also the period after the Velvet Revolution till the end of 2007, when the previous 

progressive sliding tax rate was cancelled and was replaced by the contemporary linear 

tax rate. Subsequent chapter compares the valid forms in the Czech Republic and in 

Slovakia. 

In conclusion, the author considers the employees taxation de lege lata and de 

lege ferenda. 


